
CVC Words Containing ‘a’ 

 

 
Words beginning with ‘b’ 

bad bag bam ban bap bat 

 

Words beginning with ‘c’ 

cab cad cam can cap cat 

 

Words beginning with ‘d’ 

dab Dad dag dam Dan  

 

Words beginning with ‘f’ 

fab fad fan fat fax  

 

Words beginning with ‘g’ 

gab gad gag gal gap gas 

 

Words beginning with ‘h’ 

had hag ham hat   

 

Words beginning with ‘j’ 

jab jag jam    

 

Words beginning with ‘k’ 

Kat      
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Words beginning with ‘l’ 

lab lad lag lap lat lav 
lax      

 

Words beginning with ‘m’ 

mac mad mag man map mat 

max      

 

Words beginning with ‘n’ 

nab nag Nan nap   

 

Words beginning with ‘p’ 

pad pal Pam pan pax  

 

Words beginning with ‘qu’ 

quag      

 

Words beginning with ‘r’ 

rad  rag Raj ram ran rap 
rat      

 

Words beginning with ‘s’ 

sac sad sag Sal sap sat 

sax      

 

 



CVC Words Containing ‘a’ 

 

 

Words beginning with ‘t’ 

tab tad tag Taj Tam tan 
tap tat tax    

 

Words beginning with ‘v’ 

vac van vat    

 

Words beginning with ‘w’ 

wag wax     

 

Words beginning with ‘y’ 

yak yam yap    

 

Words beginning with ‘z’ 

zag zap     
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CVC Words Containing ‘a’ 

 

 

Words ending in ‘b’ 

cab dab fab gab jab lab 
nab sab tab    

 

Words ending in ‘d’ 

bad cad Dad fad gad had 

lad mad pad rad sad tad 

 

Words ending in ‘g’ 

bag gag hag jag lag mag 

nag rag sag tag wag zag 

 

Words ending in ‘m’ 

bam cam dam ham jam Pam 

ram Sam Tam yam   

 

Words ending in ‘n’ 

ban can Dan fan man Nan 
pan ran tan van   

 

Words ending in ‘p’ 

bap cap gap lap map nap 
rap sap tap yap zap  
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Words ending in ‘t’ 

bat cat fat hat lat mat 
pat rat sat tat vat  

 

Words ending in ‘x’ 

lax max pax rax sax tax 

vax wax     
 

 


